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TELEPORTATION OF A TWO-QUBIT ARBITRARY UNKNOWNSTATE USING A FOUR-QUBIT GENUINE ENTANGLED STATEWITH THE COMBINATION OF BELL-STATE MEASUREMENTSLi Dong a;b, Xiao-Ming Xiu a;b*, Yuan-Peng Ren , Ya-Jun Gao b, X. X. Yi aaShool of Physis and Optoeletroni Tehnology, Dalian University of Tehnology116024, Dalian, ChinabCollege of Mathematis and Physis, Bohai University121013, Jinzhou, ChinaHigher Professional Tehnial Institute, Bohai University121000, Jinzhou, ChinaReeived June 4, 2012We propose a protool transferring an arbitrary unknown two-qubit state using the quantum hannel of a four-qubit genuine entangled state. Simplifying the four-qubit joint measurement to the ombination of Bell-statemeasurements, it an be realized more feasible with urrently available tehnologies.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510130100201. INTRODUCTIONQuantum mehanis with many amazing phenom-ena di�erent from those in lassial world is a harmingand hallenge subjet in modern siene. Among itsappealing harateristis, quantum entanglement is infous of the attention of researhers due to its poten-tial and important appliations to the tasks of quantuminformation proessing.Depending on an EPR pair, a quantum teleporta-tion protool is proposed [1℄ by whih the state of onepartile an be transferred to another remote plae.Naturally, the researhers onsider that multi-qubit en-tangled states as a quantum hannel an be utilized toteleport quantum states of ompliated systems. More-over, a multi-qubit entangled state is the basement ofquantum omputing.The simplest lass of all entangled states, thetwo-qubit entangled state, is an EPR state. A littlemore ompliated, three-qubit entangled states an begenerally lassi�ed into GHZ states and W states understohasti loal operations and lassial ommuniation(SLOCC) [2℄. However, some problems of the quantumentanglement of multi-qubit systems with regard to*E-mail: xiuxiaomingdl�126.om

their haraterization and lassi�ation are still open,and are being studied by numerous researhers [3�10℄.We note that muh attention has been paid to alass of four-qubit entangled states that is di�erentfrom GHZ or W states under SLOCC and optimallyviolates a new Bell inequality [7℄. It an be viewedas a genuine entangled state similar to an EPR state,by whih a two-qubit arbitrary state an be teleportedwith only one state as a quantum hannel. Addition-ally, it annot be redued to the produt state of twoEPR pairs.In theory, a protool to teleport a two-qubit ar-bitrary state using the entangled state was put for-ward in [6℄. Based on the idea of dense oding [11℄, aseure protool of two-party quantum ommuniationwas proposed in [12℄. In addition, exploiting entangle-ment swapping [13℄, several quantum ommuniationprotools were presented [14�18℄. A deterministi se-ure quantum ommuniation protool with inompletequantum teleportation was proposed in [19℄. For real-izing four-party ommuniation, a protool of quan-tum ommuniation [20℄ employing the deoy-statemethod [21℄ was designed. Adopting the two-step pro-tool [22℄, a three-party quantum seret sharing proto-ol was oneived in [23℄.So far, only the measurement basis of a four-qubitgenuine entangled state was explored, while it is well20



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 143, âûï. 1, 2013 Teleportation of a Two-qubit arbitrary : : :known that the operation feasibility in pratial appli-ations is very important and ritial and needs to betaken into aount. Considering the feasibility in ex-periment, we present a quantum teleportation protoolof an arbitrary unknown two-qubit state, whih anbe realized with a ombination of Bell-state measure-ments.This paper is strutured as follows. In Se. 2, wedesribe a two-party seure distribution of a four-qubitgenuine entangled state. As an appliation, a detailedquantum teleportation protool of a two-qubit arbi-trary unknown state is presented in Se. 3. We disussand summarize our work in Se. 4.2. THE SECURE TWO-PARTY DISTRIBUTIONOF THE FOUR-QUBIT GENUINEENTANGLED STATEAbove all, the quantum hannel onsisting of a four-qubit genuine entangled state should be shared suess-fully by two partiipants. The expliit proess is asfollows.The sender, Alie, prepares a good number of qubitsthat are in the four-qubit genuine entangled states de-noted as���00� = 12p2(j0000i � j0011i � j0101i+ j1001i++ j0110i+ j1010i+ j1100i+ j1111i): (1)She then sends the �rst two qubits of the four-qubitentangled states to the reipient, Bob, and keeps theremaining qubits to herself.After he reeives the transmitted qubits, Bob ran-domly selets a su�iently large subset to hek theseurity of the quantum hannel. Many seurity hektehniques suh as the deoy-state method an beused [21℄, and we here follow the seurity hek methodproposed in [24℄ to analyze the seurity of the two-partydistribution of four-qubit entangled states.Bob performs randomly single-qubit measurementson qubits (3; 4) in the basis offj0i ; j1ig 
 fj+i ; j�igor fj+i ; j�ig 
 fj0i ; j1ig;wherej+i = 1p2(j0i+ j1i); j�i = 1p2(j0i � j1i);and informs Alie of the positions of the qubits seletedto hek the seurity.

Subsequently, Alie measures qubits (1; 2) using thebasis of f����1 � ; ��	�1 �gor f����2 � ; ��	�2 �g;where����1 � = 1p2(���+���� ��); ��	�1 � = 1p2(�� +�������);����2 � = 1p2(���+���� +�); ��	�2 � = 1p2(�� ��������);and����� = 1p2(j00i � j11i); �� �� = 1p2(j01i � j10i)represent the four Bell states.Finally, they analyze the seurity of the quantumhannel by omparing their measurement results. If thedistribution sueeds, their measurement results shouldbe in aord with Eq. (2),���00� = 12(����1 � j0+i+ ���+1 � j0�i++ ��	�1 � j1+i+ ��	+1 � j1�i)1;2;3; 4 == 12(���+2 � j+0i+ ����2 � j�0i �� ��	+2 � j+1i � ��	�2 � j�1i)1;2;3; 4: (2)One the quantum hannel is shared suessfully bytwo partiipants, a quantum teleportation protool ofa two-qubit arbitrary unknown state an be realizedbased on it.3. A QUANTUM TELEPORTATIONPROTOCOL OF AN ARBITRARYUNKNOWN TWO-QUBIT STATEAs is known, a two-qubit arbitrary unknown stateannot be teleported by only one EPR pair (either oneGHZ state or one W state). With only one four-qubitgenuine entangled state, the teleportation task an beful�lled by using the four-qubit joint measurement [6℄.In the present protool, instead of the four-qubit jointmeasurement, the ombination of Bell-state measure-ments is applied to ful�ll the task of teleportation ofan arbitrary unknown two-qubit state. We depit theprotool in the Figure, and explain it as follows.A two-qubit arbitrary unknown quantum state anbe denoted asj�i = (a j00i+ b j01i+  j10i+ d j11i)a1;a2 ; (3)21
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A sheme of the expliit teleportation proedure of atwo-qubit arbitrary unknown statewhere the unknown omplex oe�ients a, b, , and dsatisfy the normalization onditionjaj2 + jbj2 + jj2 + jdj2 = 1;and whih an also represent the produt state of twosingle-qubit quantum states.As the sender and the reipient, Alie and Bobseurely share qubits (1,2) and (3, 4) in the statej�00i1;2;3; 4 in Eq. (1) by the methods mentioned inSe. 2. Alie wants to teleport the arbitrary unknowntwo-qubit quantum state in Eq. (3) to Bob, and thestate of the whole system an be desribed asj�ij�00i = 12p2(aj00i+ b j01i+  j10i++ d j11i)a1;a2 
 (j0000i � j0011i � j0101i++j1001i+j0110i+j1010i+j1100i+j1111i)1;2;3;4: (4)In general, four-qubit joint measurements[6; 14�16; 18; 19℄ are performed to realize the quantuminformation proessing. However, the four-qubit jointmeasurement is di�ult to be operated in pratialappliations. To redue the di�ulty of experiment, weadopt the ombination of Bell-state measurements torealize quantum teleportation of an arbitrary unknowntwo-qubit state in the present protool.For implementing teleportation, Alie performs be-forehand the following operations on the state to beteleported. First, she operates a Controlled-NOT gateon the two-qubit arbitrary unknown state, with thequbit a1 as the ontrol qubit and the qubit a2 as thetarget qubit. After that, a Hadamard gate is performedon the qubit a1 by Alie. Finally, another Controlled-NOT gate with the qubit a1 as the ontrol qubit andthe qubit a2 as the target qubit is performed. As aonsequene, the state to be teleported an be hangedto

j�0ia1;a2 =CNOTa1;a2Ha1CNOTa1;a2 j�ia1;a2 ==(a j00i+ a j11i+b j01i+b j10i++  j01i �  j10i+d j00i � d j11i)a1;a2 : (5)After the above preparation, Alie performs Bell-state measurement on the qubits (a1; 1) and (a2; 2):j�0ia1;a2 j�00i1;2;3; 4 = 14 ��[j�+ia1;1j�+ia2;2(aj00i+bj10i�j01i�dj11i)3;4++j�+ia1;1j��ia2;2(�aj11i+bj01i�j10i+dj00i)3;4++j��ia1;1j�+ia2;2(�aj11i�bj01i+j10i+dj00i)3;4++j��ia1;1j��ia2;2(aj00i�bj10i+j01i�dj11i)3;4++j�+ia1;1j	+ia2;2(aj10i+bj00i�j11i�dj01i)3;4++j�+ia1;1j	�ia2;2(�aj01i+bj11i�j00i+dj10i)3;4++j��ia1;1j	+ia2;2(�aj01i�bj11i+j00i+dj10i)3;4++j��ia1;1j	�ia2;2(aj10i�bj00i+j11i�dj01i)3;4++j	+ia1;1j�+ia2;2(aj10i+bj00i+j11i+dj01i)3;4++j	+ia1;1j��ia2;2(aj01i�bj11i�j00i+dj10i)3;4++j	�ia1;1j�+ia2;2(aj01i+bj11i+j00i+dj10i)3;4++j	�ia1;1j��ia2;2(aj10i�bj00i�j11i+dj01i)3;4++j	+ia1;1j	+ia2;2(aj00i+bj10i+j01i+dj11i)3;4++j	+ia1;1j	�ia2;2(aj11i�bj01i�j10i+dj00i)3;4++j	�ia1;1j	+ia2;2(aj11i+bj01i+j10i+dj00i)3;4++j	�ia1;1j	�ia2;2(aj00i�bj10i�j01i+dj11i)3;4℄: (6)After the measurement, Alie obtains one of sixteenpotential ombinations of Bell states, and then she tellsBob the measurement results. On the basis of the mea-surement results from Alie, Bob performs single-qubitoperations on qubit 3 and qubit 4. As a onsequene,the two-qubit arbitrary unknown quantum state hasbeen teleported suessfully from Alie to Bob.For artiulate desription, we onsider an examplewhere the measurement results on qubits (a1; 1) andqubits (a2; 2) are j�+ia1;1 and j��ia2;2. The state ofthe whole system then ollapses onto the state
�+��a1;1 
����a2;2 j�0ia1;a2 j�00i1;2;3; 4 == 14(�a j11i+b j01i �  j10i+ d j00i)3; 4: (7)To obtain the state that originally resided in Alie'splae, Bob should perform (XZ, X) gate operations onqubits (3, 4). After that, Bob obtains the same stateas the state to be teleported on his qubits (4, 3). As an22



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 143, âûï. 1, 2013 Teleportation of a Two-qubit arbitrary : : :Table. Details of the proess whereby Bob obtainsthe two-qubit arbitrary unknown quantum state tele-ported from Alie. Alie publiizes the lassial in-formation C:I:a1;1 and C:I:a2;2 of Bell-state measure-ments on qubits (a1; 1) and (a2; 2). After he reeivesAlie's information, Bob performs single qubit opera-tions (SQO3, SQO4) on qubits (3, 4) aording to thelassial information (C:I:a1;1 and C:I:a2;2) from Ali-e, and thus he reonstruts the state that Alie wantsto teleport. The di�erene between the reonstrutedstates and the original ones an be found in the olumnof remarks, where I stands for the idential one, andexp(i�) denotes the phase di�erene �C:I:a1 ;1 C:I:a2;2 SQO3 SQO4 Remarksj�+i j�+i I Z Ij�+i j��i XZ(ZX) X I(exp(i�))j��i j�+i X XZ(ZX) I(exp(i�))j��i j��i Z I Ij�+i j	+i X Z Ij�+i j	�i Z X exp(i�)j��i j	+i I XZ(ZX) I(exp(i�))j��i j	�i ZX(XZ) I I(exp(i�))j	+i j�+i X I Ij	+i j��i Z ZX(XZ) I(exp(i�))j	�i j�+i I X Ij	�i j��i ZX(XZ) Z I(exp(i�))j	+i j	+i I I Ij	+i j	�i ZX(XZ) ZX(XZ) I(I)j	�i j	+i X X Ij	�i j	�i Z Z INote: the elements in the brakets in the olumns (SQO3and SQO4) denote another Bob's operation seletion andthe orresponding ones in the line Remarks are the statesobtained by Bob.alternative option, Bob an also obtain the teleportedstate by performing (ZX , X) gate operations on qubits(3, 4). Only a minor di�erene ours if Bob adoptsthe seond option, � a phase di�erene � generatedbetween the reonstruted state and the original one.However, it an produe no e�et on the required statesine it is only a global phase on qubits (3, 4).For all possible measurement results of Alie, theorresponding operations that should be performed byBob to reonstrut the original state are listed in theTable.

4. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARYUsing the quantum oherene of qubits, many fun-tions that annot be realized by the lassial methodan be perfetly implemented, and therefore the studyof the quantum information proessing of multi-qubitentanglement is important.In the previous quantum teleportation sheme usingfour-qubit entanglement, the four-qubit joint measure-ment is adopted in general, whih is not easy to beexeuted. To overome the inonveniene, we proposethe present protool where the ombination of Bell-sta-te measurements is exploited rather than four-qubitjoint measurements. Before Bell-state measurements,Alie needs to perform the gate operations inludingtwo Controlled-NOT gates and one Hadamard gate tohange the state to be teleported. And then, she per-forms the ombination of Bell-state measurements andpubliizes the measurement outomes. Aording toAlie's publiized information, Bob performs single-qubit transformations on qubits on his side. Finally,the teleported state an be reonstruted on Bob'squbits.For transmitting eah two-qubit arbitrary unknownstate, Alie needs to send Bob four lassial bitsof information about Bell-state measurements, whihis equivalent to the teleportation sheme using thefour-qubit joint measurement. In the present protool,only some single-qubit operations, two-qubit gate oper-ations in the preliminary preparation, and the ombina-tion of Bell-state measurements are neessary, whih issimpler in pratial implementation than the four-qubitjoint measurement. The present protool an thereforederease the di�ulty in experiment.We next onsider the feasibility of implementing thepresent protool.Owing to the important appliations, the genera-tion shemes of four-qubit genuine entangled states areonsidered in quite a few physial systems. Wang andYang [25℄ presented the theoretial generation protoolof the four-qubit genuine entangled state in an ion-trapsystem. Assisted by onventional photon detetors andlinear optial elements, Wang and Zhang [26℄ showedthat it an be e�etively realized. The suess probabil-ity of generation of four-qubit genuine entangled statereahes 3:0 � 10�9 even when the quantum e�ieny ofthe detetor is � = 0:75. The large detuning interationof atoms with a single-mode avity �eld was onsideredin [27℄. It was noted that the entangled state an bereated, additionally driven by a strong lassial �eld.A sheme for entangling four atoms in separated opti-al avities into the entangled state was presented [28℄,23



Li Dong, Xiao-Ming Xiu, Yuan-Peng Ren et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 143, âûï. 1, 2013where the ine�ieny of photon detetors does not af-fet the quality of the generated entangled states butdereases the suess generation probability of the stateto be �2 when the quantum e�ieny of eah photondetetor is �. In addition, a generating sheme of thestate among four atoms with avity quantum eletro-dynamis exploiting atom��eld interation with largedetuning was also onstruted in [29℄. The requiredatom�thermal-avity��eld interation time is of the or-der of t � 3 � 10�4 s, and the total time to perform thesheme is t � 9 �10�4 s, and hene the time required toomplete the whole proedure is muh shorter than theradiative time tr = 3 � 10�2 s. Reently, the generationshemes of four-qubit genuine entangled states withharge-qubits and �ux-qubits were oneived [30; 31℄,in whih the interations between qubits and a super-onduting transmission line resonator or an LC ir-uit are mediated by adjusting the ontrol parametersof harge qubit or exhanging virtual photons ratherthan real photons beause of the large detuning be-tween them.Bell-state measurement and Controlled-NOT gatesare neessary in the present protool, and many ef-forts are devoted to these topis. A quantum tele-portation experiment in whih nonlinear interationsare used for Bell-state measurement was reported [32℄.All four Bell states an be distinguished in priniple intheir experiment, and they showed that the pratialahieved teleportation �delity is 0:83. Another near-deterministi Bell-state analyzer setup with linear op-tis was presented in [33℄, whose e�ieny is over 90%for an ideal soure of photons on demand. Moreover,many optially Controlled-NOT gates [24; 34; 35℄ werealso designed. Up to the present, some ommuniationprotools based on teleportation [19, 36, 37℄ and phys-ial implementation of teleportation with avity [36℄or ross-Kerr nonlinearities [38℄ were studied in the-ory and experiment. Reently, experimental teleporta-tion [39℄ and the generation of eight-photon entangle-ment [40℄ were reported. We therefore expet that thepresent protool an be realized in the orrespondingquantum information proessing experiments.In summary, we present a protool for transferringa two-qubit arbitrary unknown state with a four-qubitgenuine entangled state, replaing the four-qubit jointmeasurement with a ombination of Bell-state measure-ments, whih dereases the implementation di�ultyand is more feasible with urrently available tehnolo-gies. The present method an be extended to the quan-tum information proessing using multi-qubit entan-glement, by whih the di�ulty of operations an belargely redued.
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